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SUNOL COMMUNITY CENTER
Drawing
Winner

Fun for the
whole family!

Yolanda Hruska

Games . Crafts . plinko
Silent Auction
Closing bids 6:45 pm
winning bids announced 7:45 pm

Haunted House
Lunch
served

from

Dinner
11:30

am to

7:30

pm

Hamburgers, Cheese Burgers
Hot Dogs, Chips, Baked Beans,
Cole Slaw. Soda Tea and Water

Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Covalt, our “Lucky Winners” for the month of August.
The Covalts, of Morrill County,
have been Wheat Belt customers
for over 50 years! They received
a $50 credit for their prompt payment.
If you would like to be included in our next drawing, and
avoid the $5 delinquent fee,
please send your payment before
the 15th of the month. For your
convenience we offer several options. Please give us a call or visit
wheatbelt.com and select the Customer Services menu.

Help the Committee Make this 8th Annual Event
a Huge Success
October 2019		
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Join us
at the
Truck or
Treat
Located
at Hickory
Square in
Sidney
october 31
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Moe's

Brian 		
(Moe)
Moffat
		
308-772-3223

Quotes to Ponder
"Try not to complicate your life anymore than it already
is. Sometimes it takes more strength to let go than to
hold on. Let it go!"
Unknown
"Your direction is more important than your speed."
Richard L. Evans
"I can't understand today's generation. Don't they understand if work was all fun, you would have
to pay to go."
Unknown
"A breaking point, may also be a turning point."
Unknown
"There is only one thing more precious than our time,
and that's who we spend it on."
Leo Christopher
"It won't be long until black friday. Instead of material
things, why not give the gift of your presence, like at the
Thanksgiving dinner. Just say no to Thursday shopping!"
Unknown
"If your compassion does not include yourself, it is not
complete!"
Jack Kornfield

Heating

Electric Heat Pumps
P O Box 410
Oshkosh NE 69154
Cell: 308-778-6100

& Air Conditioning
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See us at the office for a
Special Treat

Tim Lindahl
General Manager
Tim's Tidbits

BROADBAND
UPDATE
important to the rural parts of our state. In order to
Modern Society is built on an evolution of founmaintain our vitality, we need economic drivers, both
dational technologies that allow it to flourish and progfrom agriculture, business, and industry. We also need
ress. Every few decades, a new foundational technology
an edge to be able to attract and retain our population to
emerges and becomes critical to communities trying to
help drive the industries. One good way to survive as a
keep up. We have seen a new technology emerge in the last
business is to find efficiencies, many times utilizing the
twenty years with the rapid development of the internet,
tools that could be available. With the rapid development
and more recently, the need for a high-speed connection to
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the science of utilizthe internet, commonly known now as broadband. Even
ing data, and the ability to communicate and learn from
the very definition of broadband evolves. The speed in
others make broadband a key foundation to the future
which data is transmitted over an internet connection to
of our rural areas. To help solve this “digital poverty”
an end consumer is measured in megabits per second
before it sets in and to help maintain our competitiveness
(Mbps). The current Federal Communications Commisas a state and as a community, there are several initiatives
sion’s definition of broadband is a connection that can
looking at the challenges.
transmit 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload. This
The Nebraska Unicameral passed and Governor
was revised from 10 Mbps a few years ago.
Rickets signed LB 994 in 2018 which
We typically see high
established a rural broadband tasklevels of expansion and adoption
force, bringing together a wide variety
Broadband has become the
of technologies in the urban areas
of people to take a hard look at how to
first and later, a migration to the
latest societal foundational
keep us on pace. I was fortunate to be
rural areas. Primarily, cost and
technology that is lagging in
appointed to the task force to represent
profitability become the drivers
the public power industry in Nebraska.
our rural areas.
for the urban expansions. Many
If you wish to see more information on
times, there needs to be a catalyst
the history and progress of the taskto help keep our rural areas on par
force, you can find it at ruralbroadband.nebraska.gov.
with our urban counter parts, and the catalyst does not
We have been meeting since late 2018, and have sevalways need to be funding. Broadband has become the
eral subcommittees that are addressing various compolatest societal foundational technology that is lagging in
nents of the broadband challenge. We will be creating
our rural areas, and especially in Nebraska.
a report for the Unicameral by November of this year.
Community vitality is becoming increasingly

Day & Night Plumbing
24 Hour Emergency Service
308-254-1008

Steve Wintholz, Owner

Plumbing, Heating & Cooling
.Gas Work
.Plumbing Repair
.Heating Repairs
.Air Conditioning
.Water Heaters
.New Construction
.Remodeling
.Fixtures
Electric Sewer and Drain Cleaning
Geo Thermal Heat Pumps
Serving the Entire Directory Area

Rood'sTire Center
1744 Illinois
Sidney NE 69162
308-254-6127 or 800-303-6127

24 Hr Farm & Road Service
4-Wheel Alignment
(Cars or Trucks)
Computer Balance
(Cars/Light & Lg Trucks)
Complete Suspension Work
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Complete Exhaust Work
Complete Brake Work
Alignments
Oil Change & Lube
Shocks and Struts
Wheels

Most Major
Brand Tires
Michelin . Uniroyal .
Firestone. BF Goodrich
Kelley . Good Year
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There will be a legislative hearing set for early December to address the
report. We will produce a draft report around September 26th and accept
public comment until October 10th, with completion of the report on October 18th. Since this is such a significant community issue, I am always
happy to listen to ideas on how we can move this initiative forward, in the
most economic and efficient manner possible. As a community, and especially as a business community, we all rely on each other for the success
of each other. This foundational technology is something that we all will
benefit from and can give our community the edge in remaining vibrant.
There is another initiative in Nebraska looking at how we can improve as a state. Blueprint Nebraska, blueprint-nebraska.org, is a grassroots plan to improve our economic standing as a state. One of the top
items identified in the Blueprint Nebraska plan is the need for rural broadband. I would encourage you to engage with this initiative so that we can
keep and improve upon our success as a state.
Having a robust communication network will be a necessity, in
the near future. Access to this communication is only part of the challenge. The remaining challenge is doing it in an affordable way. As we
move forward, we need to improve on the data of what is actually available. We have partnered with the University of Nebraska at Kearney to
conduct a study of broadband speeds in Nebraska. In the near future, we
will be conducting the study in and around Sidney. If you are willing to
be a part of the study, please watch for future announcements.
We can all continue to work together to make our communities
better. Finding projects, such as broadband, that benefit us all allow us to
overcome the challenges and improve our way of life.

During normal office hours (7:30a.m.
to 4:00 p.m.) and after hours call:
(308) 254-5871 . (800) 261-7114
Fax: (308) 254-2384

Located in Sidney's
10th Street Square

Casual, New York style pizzeria that is dedicated to
providing a dining experience based on tradition, good
service, family and fun.

824 10th Avenue . Phone 308-203-1200
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